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Vigilare Battlespace Management system 

integrated battlespace management
Vigilare is a fully integrated battlespace management system that automates the 
fusion and distribution of information in real time for both tactical and strategic 
level operations. The Vigilare mission system can be operated from both fixed 
and deployable operations centres.  

High levels of interoperability
Vigilare is interoperable with a wide range of land, sea and air intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) platforms and response assets. High levels 
of interoperability are achieved through the operation of fully integrated tactical 
data information links (Link 16 and Link 11), satellite communications, secure and 
frequency-agile voice communications and through interfaces with fixed and 
deployable joint force components.

air support for ground operations
Vigilare provides support for a range of ADF ground operations, including wide and 
focal area surveillance, airspace coordination and deconfliction, cueing for ground-
based air defence and missile defence, close air support and training.

enhanced situational awareness
Vigilare tracks and correlates the movement of land, sea and air assets engaged 
in multiple missions. The system fuses information in real-time from over 100 
fixed or deployed sensors and multiple concurrent tactical data links to build a 
comprehensive recognised surveillance picture.

integrated training suite
Vigilare has extensions for 3D visualisations, for Live Virtual Constructive (LVC) 
simulations and a number of training and review applications such as record 
and replay. These applications can run separately or concurrently with the live 
operational system from a choice of integrated or stand-alone training suites.

automated tools reduce operator workload 
Automated tools for mission planning, missile defence engagements and airspace 
control significantly reduce operator workload. System management tools 
automatically configure local and remote Vigilare components and provide 
operational continuity.

successfully fielded and operational system
Vigilare has been successfully fielded since 2011 and is operationally proven. 
Boeing and the Commonwealth of Australia received a Judges’ Choice Award at 
the Australian Defence Magazine Defence and Industry Awards in 2011 for their 
collaboration and committment resulting in the successful delivery of the system. 
An earlier derivative of the system is in-service in Malaysia at the Headquarters 
Integrated Area Defence System (HQIADS).

complex Defence project experience
Vigilare is recognised as the most complex and advanced system-of-systems in 
operation with the ADF today. Through Vigilare, Boeing Defence Australia has 
amassed considerable complex project management experience and systems 
integration expertise. Boeing Defence Australia has the project management and 
engineering resources available now to deliver similarly complex projects across 
the Defence spectrum.

Vigilare is the most advanced Command, Control and Communications system 
operationally fielded and proven in the Australian Defence Force today.


